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Abstract This article describes design, hard- and software implementation of devices and a workﬂow for acquisition, processing,
storage and analysis of multispectral material signatures. An
approach for a consistent process from measurement to analysis
is presented, utilizing standard formats for multi-dimensional
image data. Finally applications are demonstrated that make use
of the material signatures database.

1 Introduction
The “spectral ﬁngerprint” of materials, which describes, how the material reﬂects or absorbs incident light at different wavelengths, is of use
for many applications in science and industry, e.g. quality inspection,
sorting, pharmacy or food freshness checks. All the applications have
in common, that they need a base of material signatures data to be used
for comparison, classiﬁcation and analysis. Based on the ideas and the
work presented in [1] we describe additional components of the workﬂow, the implementation of the whole tool chain, the data acquisition
and storage infrastructure and the data analysis and access modules.
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2 Related Work
In [2] Hüni et. al differentiate between ﬁle based spectral libraries and
spectral databases which make use of a Database Management System
(DBMS). Literature shows, that this assumption is not used consistently.
There are spectral libraries with online access as well, e.g. [3]. In the
view of Clark et. al [4], an ideal spectral library contains many materials
and covers a large wavelength range together with metadata about the
measurement. They created the USGS Digital Spectral Library 3 . In [5]
Bojinski et. al introduced a change in infrastructure from pure ﬁle based
libraries to using a relational database for their system called SPECCIO
4 . They describe the advantages of this architecture which have been
picked up and extended by our work. Improvements to the SPECCIO
database model were published by Hüni and Tuohy in [6]. In the same
work they presented a database client software for data acquisition, processing and database access called SpectraProc. Ferwerda et. al implemented a similar architecture in [7], including a web-based interface and
sample location view in Google Earth® . Their website 5 was not accessible by Jan. 15th 2015. Some of the page can be accessed using wayback machine 6 . Compared to SPECCIO, SpectraProc and Ferwerda’s
work, our approach is a hybrid system which uses both, ﬁle based storage and a relational database. This is similar to the Common Hyperspectral Image Database Design CHIDB published by Tian et. al in [8].
Other databases accessible via a web-based interface are the ASU Spectral Library7 , founded by Christensen et. al [9] and the ASTER spectral
library8 by Baldridge et. al [3].

3 Workﬂow
Figure 10.1 shows the components of our workﬂow, starting with material measurement and ending with data analysis. For the repeatability
of the measurements and to get results comparable to measurements
3
4
5
6
7
8

http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/spectral-lib.html
http://specchio.ch
http://www.hyperspectral.info
http://web.archive.org/web/20140103004905/http://hyperspectral.info/
http://speclib.asu.edu/
http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov
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Figure 10.1: Workﬂow of the material signature acquisition and storage

taken by other institutions, we developed standard procedures to be executed for every measurement, e.g. white and black balance. With the
help of a web-based application, the user is guided through the whole
process reducing the risk of incomplete or inconsistent records in the
database. To keep ﬂexibility high in the whole process, we split it in
several separate modules, which will be described in more detail later.

4 System Components
4.1 Data Acquisition / Material Measurement
Data acquisition is the fundamental part of the introduced workﬂow for
multispectral data analysis and can be characterized by the following
general requirements:
• capturing of samples for different kind of solid materials,
• repeatable capturing of broadband material spectra.
Considering these key points, a detailed material spectra analysis can be
accomplished. Fulﬁlling the requirements, Fraunhofer IOSB Karlsruhe
developed a data acquisition procedure and special technical infrastructure, shown in ﬁgure 10.2.
Several measurement stations are equipped with different kind of
spectrometer bundles, to cover the characteristic bandwidth ranges:
• UV 240-400nm
• VIS 400-1000nm
• SWIR 1000-2500nm
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Figure 10.2: MSIDB technical environment infrastructure

The SWIR and UV spectrometer bundle includes a multispectral push
broom scanner and an attached RGB scanner respectively. The attached
RGB image is commonly used for image registration purposes. Therewith material measurements from different measurement stations can
be spatially registered with each outher. The VIS measurement station
covers already the RGB color space and requires no additional RGB image. After the data fusion from particular measurement stations a total
bandwidth from 240nm up to 2500nm is be reached.
The spectrometer bundles are mounted to the base frame of the measurement station, looking down on a linear movable table. Capturing of
the material surface image is achieved by moving the table perpendicular to the line of sight of the cameras in synchronization with the camera
clock. That requires ﬁne mechanical characteristics and adjustment options, which can be achieved by using an electromechanical drive.
According to the physical characteristics, different kinds of light sources
are installed: halogen lamps for SWIR, deuterium lamps for the UV
measurement station. The VIS measurement station contains mixed ﬂuorescent and halogen lamps with an additional Ulbricht sphere diffusor.
The acquisition is accomplished by the measurement station software,
which was developed to operate multiple spectrometer devices. Finally,
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acquired material measurements are stored localy on the measurement
station in the internal uniform data format, to be processed within the
next workﬂow step.
4.2 Measurement Post-Processing
To reduce or preclude the inﬂuence of temperature or sensor aging, the
base characteristics of the data acquisition devices are captured in separate steps.
As a ﬁrst step, the dark current of the sensor is recorded with the sensor
being protected from incoming light. This step is required to measure
the actual dynamic range of the sensor. Together with the white balance
step, both steps are also used to identify corrupt or defect pixels in the
line sensor of the multispectral camera.
For the white balance, a two-substep approach is used. The white balance reference material Teﬂon is measured before every material sample to avoid sensor or environment drift between white balance and
measurement. The white balance material itself is calibrated in regular
intervals by comparing its reﬂectance properties with those of a SPECTRALON probe to compensate aging or usage caused degradation of
white balance quality.
Data from black current and white balance measurements is used to
correct the measured material image. The correction step corresponds
to the ﬂat-ﬁeld correction technique described in [1]. Resulting image
contains the sensor integration time independent reﬂectance of the captured material.
Finally, corrupted image pixels will be canceled out in the data. The
position of this pixels is known by separate statistical analysis of speciﬁc
camera sensor properties and is estimated from a large dark current and
the white balance image sequence.
The measurement post-processing is being performed automatically
during each data upload procedure.
4.3 Data Upload
The data upload procedure is performed through a web-based user interface. Multispectral image data captured by the measurement station
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contains one or more objects of the material probe or even objects of
different material types.
The images have to be annotated with metadata containing classiﬁcation information for every pixel in the multispectral image data block.
This separate step is performed using a semi-automatic, MATLAB® based segmentation procedure. The user manually marks sample pixels
belonging to the same class of material. Then the system automatically
segments objects and background, based on an energy minimization
function in the spectral domain.
Together with the corresponding mask ﬁle, the images are then uploaded to the database. During this step, the user also adds metadata
like project number, environmental conditions or material description
to the database record.
Furthermore the uploaded data can be accessed manually by the webbased user interface or from within applications by using the data access
interface through the network.
4.4 Database
Database infrastructrue
All acquired measurements are stored in the database together with the
measurement metadata. As it contains a large amount of raw and preprocessed ﬁles, it is important to ensure fast access to the data, enough
storage volume and metadata management ﬂexibility. Therefore the
database is splitted into two divisions – the SQL database and the blob
storage, as shown in the ﬁgure 10.3. The SQL database is used to store
the common metadata about projects, material lists, pixel classiﬁcation
annotations and measurement relationships. The binary data of the
measurements is stored in the separate blob division. Each measurement blob contains a binary ﬁle and corresponding metadata ﬁle, which
describes the binary ﬁle format.
The separation in data storage divisions allows ﬁne-grained utilisation of hardware components, like mixing of solid-state and hard drives.
An usefull option for fast and transparent caching of non-persistent data
is utilisation of the virtual drive assigned to a physical RAM sector. This
technique is commonly used for the internal data preparation routines
during the upload. The database server itself utilizes the Intel Xeon®
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Figure 10.3: Database and data access overview

64-bit multi-core processor architecture. This allows a high degree of
computing task parallelization for online data processing and analysis.
Data Model
In the relational database we keep the metadata about the measurements. In addition, project, campaign, devices and user management
is implemented. For a maximum of ﬂexibility, it is possible to add arbitrary key-value-pairs of information to each data record. A set of metadata about a measurement consists of
• Material information
Which material was measured and how was its’ status, e.g. grain
size, temperature, humidity
• Measurement information
Where and when did the measurement take place? Which device
was used and who operated it? Which ﬁles belong to the measurement?
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• Campaign information
To which campaign and project does the measurement belong?
Who is allowed to access the data?
A vast amount of metadata is stored to provide detailed information on
how a measurement was carried out and which processing steps were
applied to the data. We store ﬁle results of every processing step in the
lorm term storage to provide access, analysis and possible error correction at every step.
4.5 Data Access
The measurement database provides a bi-directional interface to import
and export data via network. Depending on the application needs there
are two separate data access methods, as shown in ﬁgure 10.3.
The high-level data access is provided through the SQL-Server standard connection mechanisms, e.g. SQL-Server, ODBC or ADO. The ﬂexibility of SQL allows to send complex queries from within applications
like MATLAB® or programming languages like C#. One of the possible use case scenarios is precise searching of measurements by speciﬁc
properties, like camera kind or acquisition location in a given time period.
The preprocessing and sharing of the binary blob data over the SQL
interface is achieved by the Microsoft SQL CLR 9 technique. This allows
custom C# classes to be run inside the SQL database environment. The
classes are called from within a regular SQL query, have read-write permissions on the physical hard-drive and return a SQL conform query
response. Calls to SQL CLR applications are therefore transparent for
the end user. One of the possible use case scenarios is computation of
statistical metrics or comparison of different measured images.
The low-level data access is implemented as a ﬁle sharing interface.
Using this interface requires knowledge of the internally used data format, but also allows additional functionalities like mass data modiﬁcations or data sharing via network.
Internally, an ENVI (ENvironment for Visualizing Images)- 10 based
data format is used to store measurement blobs, see also ﬁgure 10.3.
9
10

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms254498.aspx
http://www.exelisvis.com/docs
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Every measurement blob contains a metaﬁle. It stores information on
measurement properties, e.g.:
• Image size (height, width, spectral band count)
• Image value type (16bit, 32bit, signed, unsigned, complex)
• Integration or exposure time
• Short description and acquisition timestamp
The metaﬁle allows quick reconstruction of image aquisition conditions, which is essential for measurement data import and export routines.
The binary ﬁle contains only the image data, according to the speciﬁed binary format. ENVI is a simple data format, which can hold common data types, real and complex values.
This uniform measurement data format rounds up the database access interface and is the basis for the multispectral data processing. On
the one hand, it makes it possible to to import measurements from custom spectrometer devices or other databases, as previously shown in
ﬁgure 10.2. Using custom conversion tools, measurements from external data sources like the ASTER spectral library [4] can be imported into
the database. On the other hand due to simplicity and ﬂexibility of the
ENVI data format complex data analysis, like spectral ﬁlter design or
classiﬁcator design, can be easily realized in common programming environments.
4.6 Applications
• Visualization of Multispectral Data (ViMuDat)11
This web-based application allows online access to the data in
the multispectral database and data analysis. Materials can be
searched in the database by name, project, customer, material
and measurement properties. Spectral signatures of the materials
found can be compared and visualized, several basic statistics algorithms, e.g. normalization and averaging, can be applied on the
11

http://msidb.iosb.fraunhofer.de/
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data. Also the expected spectral signature after applying an optical ﬁlter can be previewed, which gives the user a ﬁrst impression
whether different materials can be separated by using their spectral signatures. Figure 10.4 shows the user interface of ViMuDat.

Figure 10.4: Visualization of Multispectral Data (ViMuDat)

The material selection area is located on the left side of the picture.
On the right side, the image for the selected wavelength is shown.
Page bottom shows the spectral signature of the selected material.
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• Spectral Unmixing
For applications like demonstrated in [10] it is required to have
a broad basis of material measurements to improve success rates
for material classiﬁcation using spectral unmixing. Our database
supports these applications by providing direct access to the data
for bulk queries.
• QueryMe
Implemented as web- and standalone-applications, QueryMe allows real-time classiﬁcation of materials, e.g. with a handheld
spectrometer, based on classiﬁcators trained with the data from
our multispectral database.

5 Summary
We presented a detailed view inside our infrastructure for acquisition,
processing, long-term storage and analysis of multispectral material signatures. Material samples are measured in a wide spectral range, normalized by using white- and black-balance of the measurement devices,
uploaded to the hybrid material signatures database and analyzed using online, web-based analysis or ofﬂine tools like ENVI® or MATLAB® .
Our online data analysis includes spectral signature view as well as
standard mathematical operations and optical ﬁlter preview for fast
testing on discriminability of materials. User rights management ensures conﬁgurable access to data and analysis functions.

6 Outlook
Currently our infrastructure is extended on both ends. Mobile measurement devices are included in the workﬂow for easy sampling of materials and data upload to the database. Material classiﬁcation and spectral
unmixing are set up to create mobile applications for material identiﬁcation, especially focused on handheld measurement devices. Our material signature fund is also continuously growing by numerous measurements of food samples, minerals, miscellaneous organic and inorganic
materials.
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